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PCKB9110FSILENCE
Renato Baldi CF01

driven hunting pack 
AM546 C 

.30-06
Spr.  

4  M14x1  56  109  3470  
1399.00 € incl.

tax

Complete pack for driven hunting.
 

This battered pack based on the CF-01 with a synthetic wood-look stock is composed of the following
elements:

Renato Baldi CF01 Caliber .30-06 Springfield Bolt Action Rifle (B9110F)
RTI 4-12x50 Scope (OP112)
Pair of RTI mounting collars high Ø30mm Picatinny mount (OP164)
2 Kastelberg bases for mounting on Renato Baldi rifle
Stalon silencer

 

Element characteristics:
CF01 Renato Baldi rifle (B9110F):
The Renato Baldi CF01 bolt-action rifle, from the Italian gunsmithing tradition, offers big game hunters a
reliable and particularly precise weapon. This resolutely modern rifle offers as standard a threaded barrel for
mounting a sound moderator and a pre-drilled housing for mounting an optic.

3+1 bolt-action rifle.
Removable magazine
M14 x 100 threaded barrel to adapt a silencer.
56 cm floating barrel, beater band with height-adjustable leaf.
Lateral adjustment of the fluorescent front sight on transverse dovetail.
Breech with 3 front studs: better pressure distribution and faster locking thanks to a reduced rotation
angle!
direct trigger, side safety, removable single battery charger.
Composite stock with wood-look polyurethane film, 360 mm, rubber shoe.
Equipped with original mounted grenadières.
Drilled and tapped housing to accommodate fixed or swivel mountings

 

SCOPE 4-12 X 50 (OP112):

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18707-Renato-Baldi-CF01-driven-hunting-pack


Excellent image quality, long life and very good reliability even in difficult conditions. The lenses and prisms
are made from very high quality, multi-layer treated glass. Reduced and pleasant weight, ergonomics
designed for fatigue-free observation.

Reticle 7 passive.
Pupil diameter: 12.5 mm - 4.17 mm.
Delivered with 1 optical cloth
Body diameter: 30 mm.
Length: 335mm.
Weight: 533g.

 

RTI 30mm mounting clamps with nut tightening (OP164):

Clamping on 21 mm Picatinny type rail
4 nuts per collar / Fixed attachment / Lightweight aeronautical quality alloy / Sold in pairs.
Necklace width 16 mm. diameter 30mm

 

21mm Kastelberg short bases with screws (OP831 and OP832):

Short bases sold individually.
21mm prismatic rail - Picatinny type profile.
1, 2 or 4 slots depending on models.

 

Stalon X108 silencer caliber:
A sound reducer with a slim and elegant design intended for hunting.

Excellent sound reduction of 30 dB (in .308 caliber)
diameter of 49 mm, length of 235 mm and weight of 334 g

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


